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ABSTRACT
The US Arctic Research Commission (USARC) has recently identified needs or knowledge gaps
in the area of ‘oil spill response technologies for cleanup and recovery’. Although equipment
manufacturers guarantee their products, their focus has been primarily on oil recovery and not
management of the recovered oil. The performance of an individual component is often not the
issue. Issues arise when entire systems are mobilized, assembled and used in extreme Arctic
environments. Consultation with industry experts and oil spill responders has identified a set of
specific problems related to the assembly and use of oil spill mitigation equipment in the Arctic.
The objectives of this study were to address these real and immediate needs. Herein, we (1)
define the movement of oil product through skimmer hoses at a range of polar temperatures to
develop performance curves for operational efficiency; and (2) we measure the integrity and
define life expectancies of skimmer hoses and hose couplings when subjected to the extreme
conditions encountered in the Arctic. Deliverable objectives for the project included (1)
developing oil pumping efficiency performance curves relative to hose lengths at different
temperatures; (2) recommendations concerning coupling/gasket performance and forces required
to operate coupling/gaskets at different temperatures, (3) recommendations on gasket use based
on gasket life expectancy and gasket performance at Arctic temperatures, and (4)
recommendations of expected life span of hoses based on three areas of hose wear: abrasion,
coupling to hose interaction, and pump pressures.
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CHAPTER 1
1.1.

BACKGROUND

In terms of oil spill response preparedness, there is a continued need for scientifically based
experimental testing of response tools in Arctic waters. However, permitting and logistical
issues often preclude actual testing in the Arctic. The use of test facilities that accurately
simulate an Arctic environment is a viable alternative. Extreme cold temperatures and ice
covered waters are unique operational parameters encountered in the Arctic and both can be
simulated in the ice engineering facilities at CRREL. This study addresses the effects of
temperature (T) and ice-filled waters on oil spill mitigation equipment, specifically skimmer
hoses and hose couplings.
Initial equipment operational issues were observed during Alaska Clean Sea (ACS)
winter training at CRREL. Subsequent querying of ACS operation and training managers were
used to determine potential operational challenges associated with Arctic oil spill response
issues. An immediate issue recently described by oil recovery personnel is that the “product”
(oil/ice/water mixture) that is recovered by the skimmer can be difficult to pump depending on
ambient temperature, hose length, and the percentages of oil/ water/ ice of the total product. As
temperature changes the viscosity of the product changes, which in turn affects the pump
efficiency and results in the total flow of the product through the system being altered. This
reduction in product through the hose will have a significant effect on the entire recovery system.
Spill responders have attempted to heat runs of hose to maintain a lower viscosity product at cold
temperatures. Herein, we tested pumping efficiency of Alaska Crude Oil at a range of polar
temperatures (32°F ≥ T ≥ -20°F). Our goal for this test (Task 1; Chapter 2) was to determine
what conditions affect the flow of the product and provide guidelines for when environmental
conditions will increase viscosity to a point that hampers recovery operations. Knowing the
environmental conditions will provide recovery personnel with a means to prepare for these
situations.
The integrity and life expectancy of skimmer hoses and hose couplings when subjected
to the extreme conditions encountered in the Arctic is another issue of concern. A second series
of tests were conducted (Tasks 2a, 2b, and 2c) to focus solely on durability of hoses, gaskets, and
couplings during movement of recovered product from the skimmer to the containment area.
Three areas of concern are: ease of use of hose coupling, resilience of gaskets at hose
connections, and the effects of hose cycling on resistance to abrasion, stress at connections, and
product pulse pressures. Tests focused on these objectives were conducted over a range of subfreezing temperatures to provide information on the expected life span of gaskets, hoses, and
couples when subjected to cold temperatures (32°F ≥ T ≥ -20°F). A hose coupling test (Task 2a;
Chapter 3) highlighted the required force needed by an individual to connect/disconnect hoses.
This force may be substantial due to the working environment, and the force required to
connect/disconnect the hose may increase as temperatures decrease. Understanding the forces
required as a function of temperature could result in new coupling recommendations that
maintain low force requirements for continued quick and safe operations. Stiffening of gasket
and couplings at cold temperatures may also influence the integrity of seals and life span
longevity of gaskets or couples. A second test (Task 2b; Chapter 4) was designed to test the
resilience of gasket material when subjected to repeated use at cold temperatures. A final test
was designed to quantify hose abrasion resistance and coupling durability during motion and use
8

on snow or ice and in cold temperatures (Task 2c; Chapter 5). This final test was conducted to
estimate hose and coupling life spans during use over snow and ice surfaces in polar
environments.
Results from these four studies can act as a guide in future efforts to minimize losses in
hose efficiency while maximizing equipment use and re-use by providing recommendations for
efficient setups and safe equipment life-span constraints which are appropriate for polar
environments.
1.2. TASK DESRIPTIONS
Specific tasks related to the transport of product (task 1) and hose/coupling integrity and
operation (tasks 2a-c) are described below.
Task 1: Moving recovered oil “product” through a hose using a hydraulic screw auger pump.
A simplified pumping system was created in the Material Evaluation Facility (MEF) at
CRREL. A 300 gallon oil basin was built to hold North Slope Crude oil. Pumping efficiency of
three different hose lengths (100’ 150’, and 200’) were tested by cycling oil through the oil basin
and hoses and temperatures ranging from 32°F down to 0°F. The last two tests sets conducted at
the end of Task 1 were 1) repeats of each hose length at 32°F to estimate the influence of oil
weathering on pumping efficiency; and 2) repeats of each hose length at 32°F with ice
incorporated into the test to compare efficiencies with and without ice/water content in the oil.
Results from the tests were used to develop equipment performance charts that highlight in what
situations the product flow through a hose may become an issue. Viscosity of the oil is
significantly dependent on temperature and impacted by weathering; as the temperature and
weathering increases, oil begins to jell and freeze, reducing its ability to be pumped through
hoses. The objective of the test was to develop a family of curves for the different mixtures and
pump ability; these curves highlight conditions that reduce pumping efficiency of the product.

Task 2: Hoses used in field operations for product recovery
•

Task 2a: Determining the force required to couple/uncouple standard hose connections at
varying temperatures and in-line gasket materials.
A test fixture was created to restrain a standard hose coupling in an MTS load frame
equipped with an environmental chamber. A mechanism was designed to allow the Materials
Testing System (MTS) to couple / uncouple a standard hose connection. The temperature was
adjusted from -40°F to +30°F at 10°F increments. Five gasket materials were tested under each
temperature regime and each test was conducted 5 times. Results of this test define the force
needed to couple a hose under decreasing temperatures and at what temperature/gasket
combination the required force is too excessive for operational use. Data collected from these
test provide recommendations on which gaskets work best in the arctic environment.
•

Task 2b: Determining the resilience of a gasket material subjected to continued
compression-rebound action within a hose coupling.
A test fixture was created that allows a hose coupling gasket to be placed in an oil bath
within the MTS load frame equipped with an environmental chamber. The MTS compressed and
9

unloaded the gasket to simulate the coupling and un-coupling of a hose. Tests proceeded until a
predetermined number of cycles are reached (500) or until a failure set point was reached (i.e. the
gasket only rebounds to 50% of the original height). Five different gasket materials were tested
at three temperatures (-30°F, 0°F, and 32°F). Each test series was repeated 3 times. Results of
this test provided life span estimates and operational performance characteristics for each gasket
material and recommendations for which gasket is most suitable for arctic environments.
•

Task 2c: Life cycle testing of hoses and coupling in simulated field conditions.
A life cycle assessment of hose and coupling integrity was conducted. Two hose pieces
coupled in the middle, with each hose end restrained to simulate a field situation, was examined.
One section of hose rested on a snow surface with the second hose section rested on an ice
surface. The system was pressurized using the hydraulic pump and screw auger; the hose was
pulled perpendicular to the long axis of the hose in a cyclical manner using an actuator. The
distance of movement was determined by multiplying the number of cycles by the distance of
each cycle (1”). Failure in the hose at any point represented the maximum life span of the hose
or coupling with life span being defined as the distance hose could be dragged over the ice and
snow surfaces without failure. The pulsing of fluid inside the hose was operated continuously
while the hose was cycled by the actuator across the ice/snow surface. These tests were
conducted at three temperatures (+32°F, 20°F, and 10°F). However, failure occurred at 10°F, not
in the hose coupling specifically being tested, but within other hoses used to pump the oil.
Results from this task highlight that failure points can occur throughout the entire pumping
system and the entire pumping system must be considered, particularly in arctic scenarios where
high-pressure pumping due to cold viscosities, are possible.
This final report provides a summary of the tasks above including experimental systems used,
parameters applied, results obtained, and future recommendations for operational solutions or
further testing. In addition, performance charts identifying conditions leading to failure or
inoperability have been developed for each task or sub-task as described below.
•
•
•
•

Task 1: Efficiency performance curves relative to hose lengths at Arctic temperatures
Task 2a: Recommendations concerning coupling/gasket performance at Arctic temperatures
Task 2b: Recommendations on gasket use, life expectancy, and performance at Arctic
temperatures
Task 2c: Recommendation on life expectancy of hoses based on hose abrasion, hose coupling
and pump pressures
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CHAPTER 2
MOVING RECOVERED OIL THROUGH DIFFERENT HOSE LENGTHS AT ARCTIC
TEMPERATURES (TASK 1)
2.1. OBJECTIVES
The objective of Task 1 was to define the movement efficiency of product through skimmer
hoses across a range of Arctic temperatures. This test studied the process of moving recovered
oil/ice product through hoses using a pump under different controlled temperatures ranging from
32°F to -20°F. Different length hoses were used to simulate different field setups.
Measurements of flow velocities and pump horsepower were used to create a suite of
performance curves that relate air temperature for the hose/pump system performance. The
system performance charts here will be further assessed and developed for future field use.
Attempts to address efficiency performance curves relative to “product” concentrations mixed
with ice and water were also addressed in this test.
2.2. TEST DESCRIPTION AND SETUP
Task 1 testing was performed in the CRREL Material Evaluation Facility (MEF) in Hanover,
NH. The MEF is capable of maintaining temperatures between ambient and -20oF. The size of
the facility was adequate to house all test equipment and allow for the containment systems to
meet all safety requirements. A 300 gallon primary containment system (oil basin) was
constructed and installed within the MEF to contain the North Slope Alaska Crude Oil and a
screw auger pump within the oil (Fig 2.1 and Fig 2.2). Secondary containment was set up
surrounding the oil basin using a Unit-Liner brand “SnapUp” containment berm with a heavy
duty secondary liner within which is MSDS approved for oil containment to minimize the risk of
punctures or potential oil leaking. A Foilex 20HD Hydraulic Power Pack was situated outside of
the MEF and linked to a flow meter and set of inflow and outflow hydraulic hoses (Fig 2.3)
leading through an insulated window to the screw auger. The hydraulic power pack/hose system
was used to operate the screw auger for pumping the oil. The screw-auger pump was set in the
oil so that the oil would cascade over the skimmer weir during pumping. An oil intake hose
exited the screw auger pump and was connected to flow apparatus (a flow meter and pressure
transducer) mounted to the side of the oil basin (Fig 2.4). The apparatus was then linked to an
oil hose with lengths of 100’, 150’ or 200’ depending on the test being run from the test matrix.
The other end of the oil hose was linked to a 6’ high head PVC Pipe mounted on the side of the
oil basin which returned oil to the bottom of the test basin. The return PVC loop near the bottom
of the oil basin protected the oil from significant aeration. The oil was pumped upwards through
the 6’ PVC pipe prior to being re-deposited into the oil basin to increase head resulting in the
flow meter registering a significant and measureable change. The instrumentation attached to the
oil basin and power pack was linked to an Astro-Med Data Acquisition recording system for
continuous monitoring and recording of measurements during testing.
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Figure 2.1. Test setup within MEF showing oil basin, secondary containment, and instrumentation situated
on the top of the oil containment. Note: blue hoses are connected only to show configuration of inflow and
outflow from the basin and does not represent actual hoses tested for Task 1 or hose configuration.

Figure 2.2. Screw auger pump, outflow hose (green), and hydraulic hoses (black) within the oil basin. Also
note the weighted 100 Ohm Platinum Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD) situated in the upper left hand
side of the photo to monitor oil temperatures.
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Figure 2.3. Foilex DH-20E Powerpack Hydraulic Pump used to operate screw auger within oil basin.

Figure 2.4. Pressure transducer and Flow meter apparatus attached to the oil basin and oil hoses in Task 1.
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Individual tests at a pre-determined oil temperatures (32°, 20°, 10°, 0°,-10° and -20° F) and at
three different hose lengths (100’, 150’, and 200’) were attempted for a period of one hour each.
Adjustments to room air temperature were conducted at the end of each test day to provide a
sufficient period of time for the room and oil to equilibrate. To speed up the equilibration
process, the air temperature was typically dropped or increased overnight, below or above the oil
temperature target. For example, following the 32 °F test, the next test was to be conducted with
an oil temperature at 20°F; to reach 20°F efficiently (i.e. speed up the cooling process), overnight
air temperatures in the MEF were dropped to 10°F until the target oil temperature was reached.
The air temperature was then increased to match the target oil temperature. The room and oil
temperature was monitored to our best capabilities with 24 hour on-site refrigeration personnel.
2.3. RECORDED AND CALCULATED PARAMETERS
To determine pumping efficiency we measured required parameters to calculate the output and
input power occurring through the system in real time. The following parameters were measured
to support that goal.
Differential Pressure: A Rosemount differential wedge style flow meter was used to measure
pressure (PSI) on the up-stream and down-stream sides of the wedge which was then used to
calculate flow (GPM) of oil moving through the pumping system at different temperatures.
Sump Temperature: Temperature of the oil within the oil basin was recorded continuously
through the duration of all Task 1 tests.
Air Temperature: Temperature of the ambient air within the MEF was recorded continuously
through the duration of all Task 1 tests.
Oil Discharge Temperature: Temperature of the crude oil just before it entered the wedge flow
style meter and entered into the hose system was recorded continuously during all Task 1 tests.
Oil Return Temperature: Temperature of the crude oil just before it returned to oil basin from
the hoses was recorded continuously during all Task 1 tests.
Hydraulic Pump Flow: Flow measurement of hydraulic fluid driving the screw auger pump as
provided from power pack was recorded.
Hydraulic Pump Pressure: Pressure measurement of hydraulic fluid driving screw auger pump
as provided from power pack was recorded.
Hydraulic Pump Oil Temperature Outflow: Temperature of the hydraulic oil on the outlet side
of the hydraulic pump was recorded.
Hydraulic Pump Oil Temperature Inflow: Temperature of the hydraulic oil on the inlet side of
the hydraulic pump was recorded.
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Horsepower Output: Output horsepower of the skimmer pump was calculated using the
following equation:
𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤 × 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒
;
1714
where flow is in GPM, pressure is PSI, and the denominator is conversion factor.

Horsepower Input: Input horsepower of the skimmer pump calculated using the hydraulic pump
flow and pressure measurements and the same equation for horsepower output.
Horsepower Efficiency: Efficiency of pumping is calculated through the following equation:
𝐻𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡
× 100 = %
𝐻𝑃𝑖𝑛

Other statistical calculations discussed in this report include mean values, 1-sigma standard
deviation, and r2 correlation coefficients. We use parameters collected in this study and
calculated from measured parameters to statistically analyze and interpret results from this study.
2.4. TEST MATRIX
A matrix of the performed tests is provided in Table 1.1. Complete tests below 0°F were not
conducted. Below 0°F, the oil froze resulting in measurement apparatus (e.g. pressure
transducer) reaching maximum safe levels of operation during the initial hydraulic pump and
screw-auger startup. The screw auger also experienced significant periods of start and stop and
we feared seizing the motor during testing attempts. Therefore the final test matrix included tests
conducted between 32°F and 0°F.
We attempted to run tests using 50', 100', and 200' of hose. Unfortunately the pumping
apparatus mounted to the test basin would not accommodate the 50’ hose without kinking it
significantly and the test required a minimum hose length of 100' to avoid kinks. We assumed
that kinks could significantly impact pumping efficiency so we opted to test at the longer hose
length (100’ instead of 50’) in effort to avoid kinks and produce more reproducible results.
We also noticed during preliminary testing of the entire setup that a temperature increase in the
oil occurred over time during pumping due to internal friction of oil against the hose surfaces or
oil moving through the screw auger. Viscosity of oil is a function of temperature and we noted a
slight decline in pumping efficiency as a result of the increased oil temperature. We
hypothesized that the decrease in efficiency is due to higher temperature (lower viscosity) oil
acting less plug-like. Because we recorded oil temperatures along with information required to
estimate pumping efficiency, we recognized the opportunity to quantify effects of oil
temperature directly on viscosity and therefore pumping efficiency. However, to minimize error
bars on the temperature and pumping efficiency relationship we needed to minimize weathering
of the oil at any given temperature test. We therefore adjusted out testing matrix to still run two
sets of tests at each temperature, but to run the tests back to back. For example, we ran a test set
15

of 100' 150', 200' hose lengths at 32°F, and then ran a second test set immediately after at 32°F,
using all three hose lengths again. After completing all temperature ranges (32°F to 0°F), we
repeated a set of tests at 32°F to estimate oil weathering impacts on pumping efficiency. This
change in the testing matrix assumed that 1) the influence of oil weathering would be smaller
than temperature on viscosity effects and associated pumping efficiency at these sub-polar
conditions; and 2) we were unable to quantify the “amount” of weathering unless we had some
sort of chemical analysis from the oil collected at periodic times throughout the testing matrix.
Therefore, we resorted to this adjusted testing matrix because it provided an opportunity for
more quantification of test results on factors important for field environments (e.g. temperature).
To estimate weathering influences the final test we conducted was a repeat of tests at 32°F using
all three hose lengths for comparison to the first set of 32°F tests.
Table 1.1. Test Matrix for Task 1. Orange highlighted cells represent final tests with an ice-covered surface.

Test #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Hose Length
(Feet)
100
150
200
100
150
200
100
100
150
150
200
200
100
100
150
150
200
200

Temp
(°F)
32
32
32
32
32
32
20
20
20
20
20
20
10
10
10
10
10
10

Ice Mix

Test #

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Hose Length
(Feet)
200
100
100
100
150
150
200
200
100
100
150
150
200
200
200
100
150

Temp
(°F)
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32

Ice Mix
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes

Lastly, initial plans were to incorporate ice into each test within the test matrix. However, we
recognized that this would significantly influence oil properties and associated test results,
making it difficult to quantify the effects of weathering or temperature on pure oil. Therefore we
completed three final tests at the end of the testing matrix (following the 32°F weathering test
set) at 32°F with ice added to the surface of the oil in the oil basin.
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2.5. RESULTS
2.5.1. Temperature
ANS Oil temperatures consistently increased during each pump test completed during this study
(Fig. 2.5). We attribute this temperature increase mostly to friction against the hose and within
the screw auger as oil flows through the pumping system. Increased temperatures of the
hydraulic oil used to operate the screw auger also likely contribute to some resident increased oil
temperatures within the oil basin. Lastly, the tight seal of the screw auger as it rotates likely
created some friction and associated increased temperatures during testing. On average oil
temperatures increased between 5-6°F during one hour tests.
During initial tests the sump temperature probe situated at the base of the oil basin showed
temperatures that remained relatively constant suggesting that complete mixing of the oil within
the basin did not occur effectively. To assure greater mixing within the basin a flow block
created by a 3’ x 3’ piece of plywood was placed in front of the out flow hose which recirculated returned oil through the entire basin. This improved total oil basin circulation as
evident from slightly rising sump temperatures occurring during later tests. Air temperatures
generally remained constant during testing with approximately 1-2°F temperature fluctuations.
We attribute these fluctuations to heat from pumping and from entering or leaving the MEF
room to adjust settings or check the test setup, which ultimately allowed for outside ambient
temperatures to impact the MEF room air temperature.
Tests at 32°F
Initial tests were conducted at 32°F on 7/21/14, 7/24/14, 7/25/14, and 7/27/14. This set of tests
showed consistent temperature increases in discharged and returning oil pumped through the
system. The sump temperature also remained constant and the air temperatures remained
consistent within 1-2°F, although a long wavelength (2000 second) low amplitude (1°F)
sinusoidal pattern occurred within the air temperature recording on 7/27/2014. We hypothesize
that this pattern on 7/27 resulted from an open exterior door to the MEF which allowed some
heat exchange to occur and the room to re-equilibrate through the duration of the test. During
hose length transitions initial temperatures often exhibited cold temperatures for the first 250-500
seconds. We attribute this effect to linking hoses at room temperature (colder than the worked
oil) which caused an initial pulse of cold temperatures introduced to oil flowing through the
system before the oil hose warmed and the entire system (oil and hoses) re-equilibrated (Fig 2.6).
The other possible cause of this cold spike at the beginning of a new test is exposing the hose
coupling to the cold air temperature during the opening and connecting of a new hose section
while extending the hose.
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Figure 2.5. Example of a pump test from Task 1 showing change in oil temperature discharged and returned
from the pump as well as room air and oil basin sump temperatures. This example was a test conducted at
32°F.

Tests at 20°F
Tests conducted at 20°F introduced the challenge of dropping oil temperatures by 10°-12°F,
overnight. Despite dropping the room air temperature to 20°F the oil temperature within the 300
gallon oil basin never crept below 32°F. In contrast, oil left within the oil hoses resting on the
concrete floor lowered to 24 °F as evident by the initial cold impulse of oil measured via the
system during initial pumping between 0-1000 seconds. This issue illustrated two final issues
we faced during testing: 1) that remnant oil left within the hoses during a prior days test would
cool more rapidly than the oil within the oil basin; and 2) that a drop of the ambient air
temperature to the target oil temperature was not enough to reach the target oil temperature
overnight. These observations are evident in the oil temperature during the initial test on
7/28/2014 conducted at an air temperature of 20°F (Fig 2.7). The test conducted at 20°F air
temperature therefore represented oil temperatures between 30 to 40°F. A similar trend in oil
temperature increase occurred at the 20°F test to the 32°F test. Sump temperature also remained
relatively constant and air temperature maintained within a 2°F range.
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Figure 2.6. Example of temperature plot from 32 °F at 150’ of hose showing initial low temperature oil
returning to test basin from within the hose during first 250 seconds; plot also shows long wavelength and low
amplitude air temperature fluctuation.

Figure 2.7. The test conducted on 7/28/2014 showing the temperature plot from 20°F. Note the low initial
temperature of the remnant oil within the hoses versus the oil temperature within the test basin once the hose
oil plug was flushed through the system.
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Figure 2.8. Test at 10°F showing significant low temperature oil between 0-1500 seconds rapidly increasing to
~20°F. The cold temperature oil likely represents frozen oil within the hose at the beginning of the day. AT
1500 seconds temperatures increase likely because oil within the oil basin had a warmer starting temperature.

Tests at 10°F
At 10°F air temperature, testing results became more sporadic (Fig. 2.8), particularly during the
first test of the day. The first test at this temperature had low temperature oil remaining within
the oil hose overnight which dominating the test from ~0-1500 seconds. We assume this is the
time period it took to pump all of the frozen oil out of the hose. As noted earlier, the hose rested
on a concrete pad which has a lower residual heat capacity than the rubber lined plywood oil
basin. Likewise, relative to the oil within the basin, more surface area of oil within the hose is
subjected to the cold air temperature within the MEF. Therefore, oil in the hose cools more
quickly and efficiently than within the oil basin. At ~1500 seconds the oil temperature rises and
stabilizes ~18°F; we assume this may represent the averaged mixed temperature of the oil within
the basin and that the sump temperature (~12°F) represents the oil near the boundaries of the
basin (i.e. closer to air temperature).
Following the initial 10°F test, oil discharged and returned to the pump exhibited a systematic oil
temperature increase relative to time, similar to tests conducted at 20°F and 32°F air temperature
(Fig. 2.9). Oil temperatures for the remaining tests at 10°F ranged and increased from ~18-27°F.
Sump temperatures had a slight increase suggesting that the flow block between the screw auger
and oil return hose increased circulation of the 300 gallon oil basin. Air temperatures remained
relatively consistent between 12-14°F. The return to a pattern in the second and each subsequent
test at 0°F which is similar to the 32°F and 20°F temperature patterns suggests that the oil had
mixed thoroughly by this point.
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Figure 2.9. Temperatures recorded for test set scheduled at 10°F air temperature showing more systematic
and expected temperature rise of oil and relatively stable air temperatures during testing. Note the sump
temperature increases slightly, a similar trend to other tests completed in this set, suggesting that better oil
circulation is occurring within the oil basin due to the flow block installed during this test.

Tests at 0°F
At an air temperature of 0°F oil temperatures at the beginning of the test exhibited a similar
result to that of the first 10°F test. In this case, again oil within the hose was at around 0°F for
the first 1500 seconds and then rapidly increased to 15°F suggesting that the oil basin
temperature was at the raised temperature. The oil temperature then remained near 15°F for the
remainder of the test (Fig 2.10) while the sump and air temperatures remained near 5°F and 2°F,
respectively. Subsequent tests resulted in very little oil temperature fluctuations relative to prior
warmer temperature tests. Discharge and return oil temperatures remained between 14-16°F for the
remaining five tests with an air temperature at 0°F. The sump temperature increased from 5°F to 6°F,
again suggesting some basin mixing occurred throughout this test set.
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Figure 2.10. Temperature plot from the first 0°F test conducted during Task 1. Note the cold return oil
temperature from 0-1500 seconds and then the rapid rise to ≥15°F suggesting that the cold oil resting within
the hose had completely been evacuated from the hose and the remaining oil moving through the system was
primarily from the oil basin.

2.5.2. Pumping Efficiency
Efficiency results from all oil pumping tests are summarized on Figure 2.11 which compares
hose length (x-axis) to pumping efficiency (%) relative to each temperature (color scheme).
Each data point represents the efficiency averaged over the one hour time period of each test,
excluding the initial spike caused during each test startup. We excluded the first ~250-500
seconds from this calculation because of the sporadic results during startup of each test. Error
bars on each data point represent 1-sigma standard deviation of the efficiency data following
removal of the initial spiked data which occurred during startup of each test. Performance curves
were plotted relative to each set of data points at a given temperature.
The first and most obvious observation is that overall efficiency is significantly greater at colder
temperatures (30-45%) than at warmer temperatures (10-20%). This is likely caused by the
higher viscosity oil at colder temperatures creating plug-flow dynamics as opposed to less
viscous material resulting in a more turbulent, less-plug flow action.
A second observation is that efficiency increases relative to increased hose length for each test
conducted at the given temperatures. The rate of efficiency increase is also greater at colder
temperatures relative to warmer temperatures. What causes this change in efficiency relative to
hose length is unknown at this time.
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Figure 2.11. Plot of hose length versus efficiency at different temperatures. Each point represents the
averaged efficiency for a test at a specific air temperature with 1-sigma standard deviation error bars for
each point. Individual performance curves are best fit curves to the tests at a specific air temperature.

There appears to be a fairly large r2 correlation coefficient for most of the best fit curves plotted
to the data. (0.94 ≥ r2 ≥ 0.57), with the exception of the third 32°F test run which had a far lower
correlation ( r2 =0.24). We are unsure why this single test seemed to have such low correlation
relative to the other test runs. Some of the uncertainty we attribute to pumping inefficiencies at
the beginning of each test set or to inconsistencies in oil flowing through the system, particularly
at colder temperatures. For example, at cold temperatures, the oil tended to glob into a semifrozen putty. During the first test of each day, the semi-frozen oil started to warm slightly during
testing resulting in a slightly lower viscosity. However, occasionally semi-frozen gobs of oil
would be sucked from the oil basin into the screw-auger and pumped through the system
resulting in spikes of efficiency during the testing because the glob of oil would act like a high
viscosity plug flowing through the system.
At temperatures below 0°F the oil was frozen; therefore we were unable to pump it with the
pumping system. The oil was frozen solid enough to make the plywood flow block which was
placed within the tank to cause greater flow circulation within the basin, unmovable. Therefore
no test results are available below 0°F oil temperatures. This result does suggest that at low
temperatures a different spill cleanup method will be required than pumping. One positive
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outcome of this low temperature result is that the oil turns to a frozen putty viscosity which
minimizes spreading of the oil throughout the surrounding environment.
2.5.3. Hose Length, Pumping Efficiency, and Oil Temperature
Section 7.2 shows pumping efficiency relative to the target temperature of each test. However,
due to continuous pumping causing oil temperatures to increase during testing, a more
appropriate method to estimate pumping efficiency is to compare actual oil temperatures relative
to efficiency as data points recorded simultaneously throughout the entire test dataset. Figure
2.12 shows the results of all data points recorded for task 1, included erroneous data collected
during the initial pump start-up during each test run. Results show a statistically significant
change in efficiency relative to hose lengths. Therefore, it is appropriate to separate figure 2.12
into three separate plots representing 100’, 150’ and 200’ hose lengths. Following the removal
of erroneous data during startup, results show a reasonable trend in efficiency relative to
temperature for all three hose lengths.

Figure 2.12. Plot of temperature versus efficiency of all data points collected during Task 1. Note this is the
unfiltered data which includes significant spikes in data during start up and shut-down of each test. This plot
also merges results from all three hose lengths. The current color scheme is an attempt to differentiate
separate tests however there is some overlap in colors. The three plots below separate individual tests at the
three different hose lengths with different color points representing results from separate tests and erroneous
data removed from each test.

AT the 100’ hose length (Figure 2.13), most of the data trends to higher efficiency rates at lower
temperatures with efficiency ranging between 12-35%. At and below 0°F, the spike in efficiency
is likely also from erroneous data. Also, the light blue dataset shows some interesting trends
which may include some erroneous data. The final report will assess the quality of these results.
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Figure 2.13. Plot of temperature versus efficiency for 100’ hose length Task 1 tests with erroneous data
removed from the startup and end of each pumping test. Colors represent separate tests

Figure 2.14. Plot of temperature versus efficiency for 150’ hose length Task 1 tests with erroneous data
removed from the startup and end of each pumping test. Colors represent separate tests.
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The most repeatable and highest correlation results from Task 1 occur using the 150’ hose (Figure 2.14).
Here an exponential increase in efficiency occurs relative to temperature with efficiencies ranging
between 15-47%. The final report will plot a performance curve over the data.

Figure 2.15. Plot of temperature versus efficiency for 200’ hose length Task 1 tests with erroneous data
removed from the startup and end of each pumping test. Colors represent separate tests.

Using 200’ of hose during the pumping test (Figure 2.15) revealed similar results to prior tests,
also showing an exponential increase in efficiency with lower temperatures. Efficiency ranged
from 15-50%; however one test within this hose length set appears to have significant error
(green). The final report will outline the causes and extent of this uncertainty
2.6. DISCUSSION
Results from Task 1 show a clear trend in increasing efficiency at colder temperatures. Results
also show a trend in increased efficiency at longer hose lengths relative to shorter hose lengths.
Efficiencies range between 10-50%; colder temperatures generally have greater uncertainty in
results, likely due to clumps of cold higher viscosity oil being pumped through the system
sporadically. At and below 0°F pumping was not possible due to the frozen oil; therefore other
methods for spill recovery need to be considered at these extreme temperatures. Greater noise
was generally evident in the first test at the colder temperatures (0-10°F). This, again, was likely
due to the clumps of semi-frozen oil within the oil hoses causing sporadic plugs in flow until the
oil was heated to a temperature and viscosity that is more manageable via pumping. Results
from the 32°F tests at the beginning and end of Task 1 suggest that there is some influence of
weathering on oil viscosity and therefore efficiency of pumping. However, results suggest that
this viscosity difference from weathering is likely minimal, relative to thermal influences on oil
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viscosity. The data from task 1 reveal reasonable results for estimating pumping efficiencies at
temperatures ranging between 50°F to 0°F. Below 0°F pumping becomes problematic because
the high viscosity oil causes high pressures potentially leading to blow-outs within the pumping
system. We therefore recommend considering other cleanup options at temperatures below 0°F.
2.7. SETUP CHALLENGES
Several challenges were experienced within this test that should be considered during future
testing. These challenges included:
• Minimizing down time of oil within the hoses to minimize differences in temperature
between oil in the hoses and oil within the basin
• Maintaining a constant temperature of the oil
• Unfreezing the oil at 0-10°F to get the screw-auger system to pump
• The oil was frozen solid at and below 0°F so a complete set of tests was not possible
• The first run results were significantly different than the second and third runs during a
test at one temperature because the 1st run often had noisy results due to initial clogging
• At the colder temperatures the return sump hose exploded, revealing the weak point in
this pumping system at cold temperatures.
• Mechanical malfunctions in this pumping system included an alternator and shorted
wires, both while testing at colder temperatures. Although the hydraulic power pack was
situated in a warm environment outside of the MEF and there is no evidence to suggest
that the cold pumping environment caused any mechanical issues with it, these
mechanical issues are worth noting in the event a similar experience occurs during high
viscosity pump testing in the future.
2.8. SUMMARY AND FUTURE TESTING
Results from this test revealed numerous future tests worthy of study. Namely a more focused
analysis of temperature and weathering effects on viscosity is worth pursuing. Weathering
impacts on viscosity are impossible to quantify without chemical tests to quantify the crude oil
changes and viscosity measurements simultaneously at a constant temperature. Therefore we
propose the first follow-up test should assess the rate of chemical weathering at multiple
independent polar temperatures via repeat chemical analyses over the time frame of the test.
Chemical analyses should be performed both on the oil via samples removed at time increments
to test for chemical changes (e.g. benzene off-gassing ) as well as on the surrounding air mass
using standard programmable multi-gas monitors or another gas monitoring system. Secondly,
an assessment of viscosity changes of ANS relative to independent and stationary temperatures
should be pursued (perhaps 40°F, 32°F, 20°F, 10°F, and 0°F). Lastly, due to the apparent
increase in efficiency at longer hose lengths, tests should be conducted at even longer hose
lengths to determine if and at what length efficiency in maximized, assuming the influence of
hose length on efficiency is asymptotic.
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CHAPTER 3
DETERMINING THE FORCE REQUIRED TO COUPLE AND UNCOUPLE
STANDARD HOSE CONNECTIONS AT ACTIC TEMPERATURES AND USING INLINE GASKET MATERIALS (TASK 2A)
3.1. OBJECTIVES
The integrity and life expectancy of hose couplings and gaskets when subjected to the extreme
conditions encountered in the Arctic is an issue of concern. Gaskets are known to handle
differently and usually become more rigid in colder environments, therefore potentially losing
their compressional-sealing characteristics. Likewise, couplings often require more force to
close at colder temperatures making coupling operation more challenging and potentially risking
spills caused by difficult couplings which do not fully close and seal. Herein, we conducted tests
on coupling and uncoupling hose connections at Arctic temperatures with a primary objective of
developing recommendations concerning coupling/gasket performance at these temperatures and
determining forces applied to couple and uncouple connections in each scenario.
3.2. TEST DESCRIPTION AND SETUP
A MTS load frame was modified to accept a standard hose coupling system (Fig 3.1). The
actuator of the MTS frame was housed within an environmental chamber allowing accurate
control of the interior temperature (±1 °F). Five separate gasket materials (Table 3.1; Fig 3.2)
were tested at temperatures from -40°F to +30°F in 10°F increments. Complete gasket material
information can be found in the appendix. Thirty minutes was allowed from when the
environmental chamber reached the desired temperature till when an initial gasket was tested,
allowing additional time for all materials to equilibrate to the test temperature.
Table 3.1. Gasket Material details (see appendix for gasket material details)

Gasket Material “A”
Gasket Material “B”
Gasket Material “C”
Gasket Material “D”
Gasket Material “E”

Buna N (standard)
Buna N (fuel resistant)
Buna N (hot oil)
Viton Flouroelastomer
Flurosilicone

When the desired temperature was reached in the environmental chamber a gasket was selected
and its thickness was recorded. The gasket was installed into the gasket cavity of the cam and
groove coupler “socket” (female end). The “plug” (male end) of the coupler was then placed into
the socket. An extensometer was connected between the plug and socket to record the
displacement of the gasket as the coupler was locked and unlocked. The displacement
information of the gasket was recorded for Task 2B (Chapter 4). A program set up on the MTS
was designed to lock and unlock the coupling for 50 cycles. The vertical force, displacement of
the MTS actuator, and the extensometer displacement data was recorded. During setup the angle
of the sockets lever was measured at a given location of the MTS actuator location. This data
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was then plotted in excel and best fit equation was determined to calculate the perpendicular
force applied to the levers from the vertical force applied by MTS.

Figure 3.1. Test Fixture

Figure 3.2. Examples of Viton Flouroelastomer gaskets (Top, Type D) and Flurosilicone gaskets (Bottom, Type E)
immediately after being subjected to -30°F temperatures. Both gaskets were rigid at these cold temperatures.
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Figure 3.3. Sheared Levers during coupling testing resulting from significant vertical load during use of the
initial test jig.

During pre-test setup the initial test jig design was found to be inadequate (similar to setup in
Figure 3.1). The reason was that the rotating arms (link bars) connecting the horizontal bar to the
levers were applying the force to the levers mostly vertical. This caused very high vertical loads
to be required to exert a very small perpendicular load to the arms. The horizontal bars in the
first jig were only 9 inches wide. During this initial testing the cam and groove socket lever arms
were sheared at 750 lb. vertical load. This occurred with the environmental chamber being at 30
F (Fig. 3.3). To reduce the overall vertical load to the levers, a wider horizontal beam (14 inches)
was built so that a more perpendicular force could be applied to the levers. Due to the size of the
MTS environmental box the horizontal bar could only be so wide without hitting the sides of the
box. Because of the limitation provided by the fixture a load limit was set for the MTS so that
the test would stop before the levers were broken off. It was already determined that 750 lbs. of
vertical force would break a lever at the warmer temperature therefore a limit load of 650 lbs.
was selected.
At lower temperatures, the 650 lb. load limit was tripped more frequently by the gaskets. It was
decided that if a load limit was tripped for a gasket that same gasket would be tested again and if
the load limit was not reached during retesting, the data was recorded and used. If the load limit
was tripped a second time the testing of that gasket was stopped and that gasket was not tested at
the next lower temperature (note: gasket c was tested at both 0 and -10 because one series of test
didn’t hit the limit). Additionally a series of two tests were performed for each gasket material at
50°F and 70°F that weren’t in the original test plan. This was to expand the data set for
comparisons to warmer temperatures because many of the sub-zero temperatures couldn’t be
tested due to the load limit continuously being tripped.
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3.3. TEST MATRIX
The actual test matrix is provided below (Table 3.2). This shows which tests were performed that
didn’t activate the load limit that was set on the MTS. A new gasket was used for each series for
a given material type. No gaskets were used twice; 128 total tests were completed as shown in
the test matrix.
Each gasket (for a good test) was cycled 50 times locking and unlocking the coupler. The time to
complete an entire cycle was 4 seconds. As discussed above the MTS applied a vertical force to
locking and unlocking the coupler and the vertical force was then converted during post
processing to a perpendicular force to the lever. Figure 3.4 shows the plots of material “A” run
at temperature 70 F. Note that the load to a single lever is one-half of the total load shown on any
of the following plots, because the total load is applied to two levers.
3.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The test revealed some expected results and some which are difficult to interpret or determine a
cause an effect relationship. The first results plotted display the location of the MTS actuator
versus time, the displacement of the extensometer versus time, and the perpendicular load to the
levers versus time (Fig. 3.4). From the perpendicular force plot, peak “locking” forces, peak “unlocking” forces and time of these peaks were isolated from each cycle and extracted to a second
plot. A similar peak detection routine was completed for the compression data during post
processing. These data points were stored in a new array. Each new array of data for a given
material and temperature was then plotted against each other, and the average of all these series,
on a peak by peak basis was calculated and plotted (Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6). Based on the average
lock and un-lock curves calculated for each gasket material at each temperature, additional plots
were created to compare 1) temperature effects on gasket material type; and 2) gasket responses
relative to each other at the same temperatures.
3.4.1. Locking Observations
Plots comparing locking force of a single gasket material at the same temperature generally show
that more force is required to lock couplings during the initial few cycles of each test (e.g. Fig.
3.5). This intuitively makes sense because of the forces required to initially compress the gasket
material at the beginning of each test. Each gasket material has a rebound rate and upon repeated
compression, complete rebound likely does not occur. Therefore, with each successive
compression cycle, the gasket requires less compression to lock the coupling, resulting in lower
forces. The force required for locking the coupling approaches an asymptote in each test,
suggesting that each gasket material has a certain amount of compressibility accounting for the
required force. Once that compressibility is removed through multiple cycles and slow material
rebound, more consistent forces are required to lock the couplings. Within the same plot,
significant discrepancies exist between series 1 and later series tests in terms of the forces
required to lock the coupling. For example, the series of tests using material A at 30°F (Fig. 3.5)
shows a rise in asymptotic force values from 37 to 52 pounds lock force from the series 1 to
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series 5 tests. For comparison, tests of material A at 10°F and 0°F show a decline in required
forces to lock the coupling from series 1 to 5 within each test. We hypothesize that the general
Table 3.2. Test Matrix showing which test could be performed due to load limit trip by MTS.
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Compression (in)

Compression
(i )

Figure 3.4. Post processing of gasket material “A” at 70F showing the displacement of the gasket material
and the perpendicular force required to seal the lever during each test.

Figure 3.5. Lock forces for Gasket material “A” at 30° F for each series, including an average force curve.
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trend of declining asymptotic forces required to lock couplings at colder temperatures with each
progressive series is related to the gasket rebound rate being dampened at colder temperatures.
Plots comparing the average locking force for all series of a single gasket material at varying
temperatures do not provide a clear trend. That may be due to difficulties in seating the new
gasket into the coupling socket. Depending on how well the gasket can be initially seated in the
socket may greatly affect how easy or difficult it is for the levers to lock. Results show that after
a few cycles, all the averaged curve lines seem reach an asymptote which supports this
hypothesis by suggesting that with progressive locking, the gasket becomes more tightly seated
over time. However, we again also suggest that a change in gasket rebound rates due to
temperature fluctuations may also play a significant role. During, testing the pliability and
rebound rate of gaskets was reduced each time the temperature was lowered and made the
installation very difficult, but at the same time the technician could more easily tell if the gasket
was fully seated prior to testing.
Another observation is that all gasket materials needed to compress approximately 1/32” for the
coupler to lock. If the gasket couldn’t compress this much typically the MTS load limit was
triggered. The max compression of any gasket was 1/16” and this occurred at the warmer
temperatures. This is likely due to a micro-structural response of each gasket material becoming
more rigid at colder temperatures. Overall, compression forces to lock the coupling ranged
between 32-125 pounds of locking force. Material E (Flurosilicone) exhibited the lowest average
locking force (42-55 lbs.) in the range of tested temperatures. Materials A, B, D, and C followed
material E in terms of average locking force from lowest to highest, respectively. This suggests
that Flurosilicone gaskets may be the best choice for use at colder temperatures when
considering locking forces only. However, further tests would be required to determine if this
material performs better than the others in terms of life expectancy and sealing properties.
3.4.2. Unlocking Observations
Test Series of Individual Gaskets at Single Temperatures
Repeat tests series S1 thru S5 of a gasket material show a range of forces required for unlocking,
some series showing a repeatable and apparently systematic trend while other test series do not
(Fig 3.6.; Table 3.3). For example, the five tests conducted with material A at 0°F show a trend
of decreasing forces (65 to 35 lbs.) required to unlock the coupling from the first to last series,
respectively. A similar trend is observed for material A at 10°F. However, tests completed at
warmer temperatures (20°F, 30°F, and 50°F), resulted in no force trend (20°F), and increasing
force trends (at 30°F and 50°F) with unlock force results from all three temperatures ranging
between 10-15 lbs.
Average Test of each Series relative to Temperature
Clear trends are visible in plots which compare the average un-locking force required for each
gasket material relative to temperature. As temperature is lowered, greater forces are required to
un-lock the coupler. For example gasket material “A” requires 5.5x more unlocking force at 0°F
than at 70°F (Fig 3.7). This effect is potentially caused by diminished gasket rebound rates at
colder temperature; diminished rebound rates of a gasket would result in decreased extensional
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Figure 3.6. Gasket material “A” at temperature 30 F; all series and average of all series for un-lock force

Figure 3.7. Gasket material “A” averaged un-lock force vs. time at various temperatures.
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Table 3.3. Table of observations made during unlocking tests for all materials.

Material Temp # of
(F)
Series
A
0
5
A
10
5
A
20
5
A
30
5
A
50
3
A
70
2
B
-20
1
B
-10
5
B
0
5
B
10
5
B
20
5
B
30
5
B
50
2
B
70
2
C
-10
1
C
0
2
C
10
5
C
20
5
C
30
5
C
50
2
C
70
2
D
10
1
D
20
5
D
30
5
D
50
2
D
70
2
E
-20
5
E
-10
5
E
0
5
E
10
5
E
20
5
E
30
5
E
50
2
E
70
2

Trend Observations
General trend of decreasing unlocking forces
General trend of decreasing unlocking forces
No organization to unlocking force
General trend of increasing unlocking forces
General trend of increasing unlocking forces
General trend of decreasing unlocking forces
N/A
No organization to unlocking force
General trend of decreasing unlocking forces
No organization to unlocking force
General trend of decreasing unlocking forces
General trend of increasing unlocking forces
No organization to unlocking force
No organization to unlocking force
N/A
General trend of decreasing unlocking forces
No organization to unlocking force
General trend of increasing unlocking forces
General trend of decreasing unlocking forces
N/A
N/A
N/A
No organization to unlocking force
General trend of increasing unlocking forces
N/A
N/A
No organization to unlocking force
No organization to unlocking force
No organization to unlocking force
No organization to unlocking force
No organization to unlocking force
No organization to unlocking force
N/A
N/A

Unlock
Force (lbs.)
65 - 35
50 - 25
10 – 14
10 - 15
11 - 13
8 - 12
65 - 30
50 - 20
50 - 20
45 - 25
23 - 16
23 - 15
14 - 12
9-8
56 - 41
75 - 42
75 - 45
65 - 40
28 - 20
36 - 30
21 - 17
75 - 50
60 - 35
26 - 18
28 - 24
22 - 19
55 - 20
30 - 15
50 - 30
46 - 34
55 - 30
22 - 14
28 - 22
17 - 14

force of the gasket applied to the lever system upon opening. Another possibility is differential
thermal contraction of the male and female components of the coupling resulting in a tighter seal
that requires higher opening and closing forces on the lever system at cold temperatures.
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3.4.3. Force Comparison of each Gasket Material
Comparisons of average locking and unlocking forces of gasket materials revealed that material
E (Flurosilicone) requires the lowest locking and unlocking forces at sub-zero temperatures. In
some cases the locking or unlocking forces were less than ¼ of the force required for gaskets
which required the highest forces. For example, at 0°F, Flurosilicone required ~30 lbs. of
locking force whereas materials B and C (Fuel Resistant and Hot Oil Buna N gaskets,
respectively) required as much as ~110 lbs. of force to lock (Fig 3.8.) At warmer temperatures
gaskets A and B (Buna N standard and Fuel Resistant, respectively) required the lowest forces to
lock and unlock whereas Flurosilicone results represented a middle-of-the-road solution relative
to the other gaskets tested. Viton Flouroelastomer (material D) and Buna N Hot Oil (material C)
consistently appeared to require the greatest forces to lock and unlock the lever system at most
temperatures.
We also compared the average forces to lock and unlock the lever system using each gasket
material across the entire range of temperatures tested (Fig. 3.9 and 3.10) with the concept that
the best performer (lowest locking and unlocking forces required across the entire temperature
range) might be the best economical solution as a gasket material that would work in both warm
and cold temperatures. Results reveal that material E and A require the least locking forces and
A and B require the least unlocking forces when averaging forces for the entire temperature
range tested. Flurosilicone (material E) again was a middle of the road solution to unlocking
forces when averaging data recorded across all temperature ranges.

Figure 3.8. Comparison of average locking and unlocking forces required by all gaskets at 0°F. Note the
significant differences in locking and unlocking forces depending upon the gasket material being tested.
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Figure 3.9. Comparison of average locking forces required for each gasket material tested across the entire
temperature range (-20°F to 70°F).

Figure 3.10. Comparison of average unlocking forces required for each gasket material tested across the
entire temperature range (-20°F to 70°F).
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Materials C and D both required the greatest average forces to lock and unlock the lever system.
In fact, material C required nearly two times as much force to lock and unlock the lever system,
relative to material A.
3.5. SUMMARY AND FUTURE TESTING
Future tests recommended include testing the longevity of each gasket for use at cold
temperatures. For example, considering gasket material E (Flurosilicone) exhibited the lowest
locking forces required to secure the coupling in place, one might assume the gasket is an
appropriate choice to minimize locking challenges in the field. However, this hypothesis
assumes that the gasket material will hold up to extreme temperatures and repeated locking and
unlocking, better than the other gasket materials. Likewise, this also assumes Flurosilicone
provides and maintains a leak-proof seal. The gasket should be tested via pressure testing or
some other specifically designed test to confirm that it maintains a leak proof seal at colder
temperatures.
If considering unlocking forces only, Standard Buna N was most easily disconnected whereas
Flurosilicone represented a middle of the road solution to force required for unlocking and Buna
N for hot oil represented the most difficult gasket to disconnect. Selection of a gasket for the
given field situation can depend upon whether locking or unlocking forces are the most
important variable. However, again, future testing should be conducted on life span of each
gasket material to confirm that each provides a long term leak-proof seal.
At room temperature, locking and un-locking of the couplers by themselves (not connected to a
hose) was not “easy”. At lower temperatures, even 30°F could be difficult by hand. In
discussions with individuals who use have used cam and groove couplers in the field, they have
used hammers to beat the levers into the locked position. Damage when locking or unlocking
the coupling system through abuse from hammering (due to the high required forces) might be
worthy of consideration for gasket selection at lower temperatures.
Appendix G provides the averaged locking and unlocking forces for each material type against
the various temperatures they were tested. Appendix H provides the averaged curve lines for
each material type against the various temperatures they were tested at for un-locking force.
Appendix I Plots averaged curve line of gasket material A, B, C, D, & E against each other for a
given temperature for both the locking and un-locking force.
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CHAPTER 4
DETERMINING RESILIENCE OF GASKET MATERIALS SUBJECTED TO
CONTINUED COMPRESSION-REBOUND IN A HOSE COUPLING (TASK 2B)
4.1. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this test were to determine how gasket materials change with repeated use and
at different Arctic temperatures. We used a MTS system within CRREL facilities to test multiple
gasket materials at different temperatures to produce compression-rebound performance curves
and to develop recommendations concerning gasket use, life expectancy, and performance in
Arctic environments.
4.2. TEST DESCRIPTION AND SETUP
A MTS load frame was modified to accept a standard hose coupling system (Fig 4.1). The
actuator of the MTS frame was housed within an environmental chamber allowing accurate
control of the interior temperature (±1 °F). Five separate gasket materials (Table 4.1) were
tested at temperatures of 70, 30, 0, and -30 °F. Thirty minutes was allowed for the environmental
chamber to reach the desired temperature prior to initial gasket testing at each temperature,
allowing time for all materials to equilibrate to the test temperature. When the desired
temperature was reached in the environmental chamber a gasket was selected and its thickness
was recorded. The gasket would be installed into the gasket cavity of the cam and groove coupler
“socket” (female end). The “plug” (male end) of the coupler would then be placed into the
socket.

Actuator
Plug would
go in socket
here
(not shown)

Fixture to
apply load

Socket

Fixture
Figure 4.1. Test Fixture (Male “plug” not shown in the female “socket”)
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The testing consisted of establishing the zero displacement point of the gasket. To determine this,
a load control setting was used on the MTS system to place 2 lbs. of force on the gasket from the
actuator. The displacement location of the MTS where the 2 lb. load was read was used as the
zero displacement point for the test. With this zero point established, the MTS actuator was
moved to compress the gasket 1/32” and the max load registered on the MTS was recorded. At
30°F the MTS actuator was then moved to compress the gasket to 1/16” and the max load was
recorded. At the other temperatures a displacement of 3/64” was used because it was found that
1/32” displacement was causing high loads on the gasket and socket setup. After these two points
were determined the zero point was checked again in case the gasket further seated into the
socket. The MTS was re-zeroed (if required) then the MTS was cycled 650 times. The load and
displacement data was all recorded by the MTS system.
The goal of this testing was to correlate the load required to compress each gasket at a range of
temperatures, with the amount of load to “clamp” the plug into the socket using the coupling
levers (Task 2A). Task 2A demonstrated the magnitude of the force required lock and unlock the
socket levers at different temperatures and the compression of the gasket was also recorded.
From the data collected it appeared that if a coupler was to fully lock a gasket needed to
compress a minimum of 1/32”. This is why the 1/32” was selected during the task 2B analysis.
Compression of 3/64” was selected to run the 650 cycles because it was slightly greater than
1/32” to assure that our data range was broader than required for testing, yet still narrow enough
that it wouldn’t overload the socket. Ultimately, a compressive load limit of 5,000 lbs. was used
to protect the system. If the load limit was triggered during any test, it was attempted again. If
the load limit was triggered a second time, the test was terminated and no further testing of that
particular gasket was completed at existing or lower temperatures.
Table 4.2. Gasket Material details

Gasket Material “A”
Gasket Material “B”
Gasket Material “C”
Gasket Material “D”
Gasket Material “E”

Buna N (standard)
Buna N (fuel resistant)
Buna N (hot oil)
Viton Flouroelastomer
Flurosilicone

4.3. TEST MATRIX
The test matrix is provided below in Table 4.2. The matrix shows which tests were performed
that didn’t activate the load limit set on the MTS and which tests were not conducted due to the
load limit being activated. A new gasket was used for each series for a given material type. No
gaskets were used twice so that 56 tests were completed in total. Note that material A, B, C, and
E were the gaskets tested at 0°F and material E was the only gasket that did not trip the load
sensor so that it could be tested at -30°F. All other gasket materials tripped the load sensor at
-30°F resulting in no test data. Material D tripped the load sensor at 0°F. Therefore, we obtained
the least amount of data for this gasket material.
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Table 4.3. Test Matrix showing which test could be performed due to load limit trip by MTS.

4.4. RESULTS
Each gasket was first compressed 1/32” and then 3/64” or 1/16”. If this trial run did not trip the
load sensor, each gasket was then cycled from 0” to 1/32” or 0” to 3/64” for 650 cycles. The time
to complete an entire cycle was 6 seconds. Figure 4.2 plots an example of the raw data and
Figure 4.3 plots three series of tests and the series average of gasket material A at 30°F. The top
plot on both figures shows forces when the actuator compressed the gasket 1/32”. The lower plot
shows the load recorded at a displacement of 3/64”. The loads were only recorded upon
compression and not during rebound. The trend of the load dropping substantially into an
asymptotic curve is typical for each test.
A comparison of gasket (Table 4.3) at each temperature reveal that material E consistently
requires one of the lowest forces to reach 1/32” compression. This makes sense relative to
results from Task 2B which showed that gasket material E required the lowest forces applied to
the lever system to close the coupling at most temperatures. Note that in this task, material E
was also the only material that exhibited forces low enough for the test to be completed at -30°F
without tripping the compression load limit. Material B consistently required the least forces
when compressing to 3/64” however, material E remained a middle-of-the-road or second place
solution in terms of minimum forces required to reach the compression goal. These results also
correspond reasonably well with Task 2A findings which showed that material B and E were
within the top three contenders as gaskets requiring the least amount of forces to lock and unlock
the couplings.
It appears that material A also exhibits low compression forces at warmer temperatures which
also corresponds with Task 2A results. However, at cold temperatures in this task (30°F and
0°F) material A requires high forces to compress to both 1/32” and 3/64” suggesting that at cold
temperatures the material gets less supple and compressible, likely contributing to the high forces
which tripped the load limit making testing of material A below 0°F problematic in Task 2A.
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Figure 4.2. Raw data from the series 1 test of gasket material “A” at 30oF. The top plot shows the
compression forces when the gasket was compressed 1/32”. The bottom plot shows compression forces when
the gasket was compressed 3/64”.

Figure 4.3. Material A series 1, 2, 3 results and the series average from 30oF tests.
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Table 4.3. Table of compression force required to compress each gasket material 1/32” and 1/64” for
temperatures ranging between 70°F and -30°F in Task 2B.

Material
E
B
A
D
C
B
E
A
D
C
E
B
A
D
C
A
B
E
D
C
E
B
A
C
E
B
A
C
E
E

Temp
(°F)
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-30
-30

Compression
1/32
1/32
1/32
1/32
1/32
3/64
3/64
3/64
3/64
3/64
1/32
1/32
1/32
1/32
1/32
3/64
3/64
3/64
3/64
3/64
1/32
1/32
1/32
1/32
3/64
3/64
3/64
3/64
1/32
3/64

Observations or Notes

Force Range
(lbs.)
175 – 150
240 – 200
240 – 220
450 – 375
550 – 425
360 – 320
375 – 325
400 – 275
650 – 600
775 – 675
220 – 160
300 – 200
300 – 250
500 – 375
600 – 475
500 – 425
500 – 450
600 – 475
750 – 675
1100 – 875
350 – 275
650 – 400
1000 – 400
1000 – 775
900 – 750
950 – 750
1400 – 1100
1600 – 1350
600 – 400
1400 – 1100

To confirm the numerical observations in the results above, average force (force curves) of each
material series was calculated at a given temperature and plotted in graphic form (e.g. Fig. 4.3).
These plots were used to compare individual gasket material responses relative to temperature
variations (Fig. 4.4.) and individual gasket material responses to other gasket material responses
at each temperature (Fig. 4.5.). A clear trend of increasing force was required to compress all
tested gaskets at colder temperatures. Likewise, the plots confirm that materials E, A, and B
consistently require lower forces to compress 1/32” and 3/64” which supports the hypothesis that
low compression forces help to minimize locking forces of the coupling which was tested in
Task 2A.
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of averaged material E compression loads of 1/32” (top) and 3/64” (bottom) at
varying temperatures.

Figure 4.5. Comparison of each gasket material’s average 1/32” and 3/64” compression load at 30°F
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4.5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE TESTING
Key objectives of Tasks 2A and 2B (Chapters 3 and 4) were to provide 1) a summary of coupling
and gasket performance relative to temperatures; and 2) recommendations on gasket use and
performance at Arctic temperatures. Within this study we show that Flurosilicone and Buna N
(standard and fuel resistant) gaskets reduce the required forces to lock and unlock couplings at
polar temperatures. In contrast, Buna N (for hot oil) and the Viton Flouroelastomer both appear
to require higher forces to compress and therefore require greater forces to lock and unlock
couplings when compared to the other materials tested here. We therefore recommend that to
reduce forces on the hose couplings, Flurosilicone and Buna N (standard and fuel resistant)
gaskets should be considered most appropriate for Arctic use; they also seem to perform well in
more mild conditions as a middle-of-the-road-solution. At room and colder temperatures locking
and un-locking of the couplers, by themselves was not an “easy” endeavor and operators who use
this equipment at polar conditions have suggested that high forces to lock and unlock couplings
in the field has required the use of hammers and other mechanical or leveraging devices to beat
the levers into the locked position or open the couplings, respectively. The gasket selected for
Arctic conditions is therefore a significant concern because of potential damage which may be
caused to the system through physical abuse and the risk of incomplete closures or failing
gaskets which might allow leaks.
The un-locking force plots for a given gasket material type for various temperature show a clear
trend that as the temperature is lowered a greater force is required to un-lock the coupler. For
example gasket material “A” takes 5.5 more force to un-lock the gasket at 0 F than at 70 F.
As discussed in Task 2A, the plots for the locking force of a single gasket material at varying
temperatures did not provide a perfect trend. One guess as to the cause may be issues with
seating new gaskets into the socket of the coupler. How well the gasket is initially seated in the
socket may greatly affect how easy or difficult it is for the levers to lock. It can be seen that after
a few cycle all the averaged curve lines seem to flatten out which supports the seating of the
gasket idea. During the testing the pliability of the gaskets was reduced each time the
temperature was lowered and made the installation very difficult, but at the same time the
technician could more easily tell if the gasket was fully seated prior to testing.
Some general observations were that any gasket needed to compress approximately 1/32 of an
inch for the coupler to lock. If the gasket couldn’t compress this much typically the MTS load
limit was triggered. The max compression of any gasket was 1/16 of an inch and this occurred at
the warmer temperatures.
Future tests worth considering might be to 1) monitor the rebound forces of each gasket material
2) monitor the sealing reliability of each gasket material; and 3) long term compression tests on a
single gaskets. Rebound rates of gasket material likely influence forces required to unlock and
lock couplings. It also potentially influences sealing characteristics of the coupling (i.e. whether
the gasket remains leak proof or not). Lastly, repeated and long term compression tests might
allow us to quantify gasket life spans. Results from this test were consistent enough to suggest
that the amount of gasket use within the test was well below the life span of each gasket.
However, testing each gasket to failure would be a useful exercise to quantify life spans.
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CHAPTER 5
LIFE CYCLE TESTING OF HOSES AND COUPLINGS IN SIMULATED FIELD
CONDITIONS
5.1. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of Task 2C were to monitor the integrity of skimmer hose couplings and to
develop recommendations on the expected life expectancy of skimmer hoses when subjected to
the extreme conditions encountered in the Arctic. Effects from continued use, such as product
pumping pressures, stress at coupling connections, and abrasion, were considered in this test.
Results from this test identify potential failure points in the hose-coupling system and provide
relevant data for estimating life spans.
5.2. TEST DESCRIPTION AND SETUP
Testing for Task 2C was performed in the Material Evaluation Facility (MEF) located in the
ERDC-CRREL facility in Hanover, NH. The MEF is capable of maintaining temperatures
between ambient and -20°F. The size of the facility was adequate to house all test equipment and
allow for the use of primary and secondary containment systems.
A life cycle assessment of hose and coupling integrity was conducted. Two hose pieces were
coupled in the middle and each hose end was restrained to simulate a field situation. The hoses
were placed on a manufactured test bed with one section of hose resting on a snow surface and
the other hose section resting on an ice surface in the test bed. This setup was able to simulate
two possible arctic field conditions in a single test. The ice surface was “roughed” up by
freezing ice cubes in place with a small amount of water to simulate the common rough ice
surface of sea ice environments. The hose system was pressurized using the same hydraulic
pump and screw auger system used for Task 1. Coincident with the internal pressurization, the
hose was pulled perpendicular to the hose orientation at the coupling in a cyclic manner using an
actuator. The actuator cycled back and forth at a 1” amplitude and rate of 1 Hz (cycles per
second). Because the hose was restrained, the linear actuator magnified the pulse movement
resulting in a faster cycle time, and reducing testing time. Each series of tests were conducted
over three 8 hour days so that the tests could be monitored during normal work hours. Three sets
of tests were performed at 32°F and 20°F. Tests were attempted at 10°F however failure of the
actual pumping system occurred during the 10°F test resulting in a shortened test schedule.
Likewise, results from Task 1 showed that pumping below 10°F becomes significantly
problematic due to the increase in oil viscosities and associated pressures on the pumping
system. Therefore we did not pursue testing below 10°F due to these major testing issues.
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Figure 5.1. Setup for task 2c showing actuator used to move hoses over snow and ice surfaces to test for
abrasion. Note the ends of the hoses were locked in place to also test whether connection points would fail
through repeated use.

Figure 5.2. Ice used for testing abrasion of hoses. Note that the surface was roughed with ice cubes on
purpose in attempt to enhance the already low frictional characteristics of ice. Ice surface roughness varied
by up to 3 cm.
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Figure 5.3. Snow used for testing abrasion of hoses. Note that the surface consisted of snow chunks in effort
to provide a more abrasive surface. snow surface roughness varied by up to 3 cm.

Two prominent potential failure points were initially identified; hose wear and
connection leaks. We planned to measure hose wear by quantifying abrasion where the hose
sections were in contact with the ice and snow surface. We hoped to use calipers to make
measurements of hose diameter changes due to abrasion. However, we resorted to qualitative
observations for this task because minimal abrasion was experienced by the hoses during testing.
We do make some suggestions at the end of this chapter for future testing which will provide
more quantifiable results. We therefore rely on distance of hose movement over the surface as a
primary measure of hose abrasion resistance during the tests. We infer minimum durability of
hoses and couplings in terms of distance towed over snow or ice surfaces in which absolute
failure would occur. Any leaking oil product out of the hose was recorded as a failure in the
system. Our goal with this test was to use the cumulative forces resulting from the induced
interior pressures and movement across the ice/snow surfaces to estimate minimum life span
expectancies of the hose/couple system under three different temperature scenarios for each
surface (i.e. snow and ice). To estimate distances the hose was towed across the snow and ice
surface from the actuator movement we detected changes in current draw represented as a
sinusoidal wave. Each peak detected with a scripted algorithm represented a change in the
direction of the actuator, and therefore a distance of 1” of travel. We attempted to simulate hose
movements which would be similar to those experienced in the field; that is a relatively low
velocity and low frequency agitation of the hose; we settled on a rate of ~1 Hz (1 cycle per
second). We considered increasing this rate. However, a rate increase would cause unrealistic
heating scenarios in the hoses, melt the ice and snow beneath the hose due to the significant heat,
and therefore cause an un-testable situation in terms of hose abrasion from ice or snow.
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Figure 5.4. Example of peaks detected using a detection algorithm based on changing current draw. Detected peaks (red
stars) represent changes in direction of actuator movement and therefore 1” of travel per peak detected.

Figure 5.5. Zoom of the first 100 seconds for an actuator test showing the 1 Hz sinusoidal pattern at ~2A
generated by the actuator pulses. The peaks represent reversals of the actuator and therefore measurements
of distance traveled by the hose.
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Table 5.1. Results from test set # 1 at 30°F Air Temperature for Task 2c

Distance Traveled
(in)
4919
5325
4695
5325
5324
5324
5355
5325
5324
5324
5324
5325
3220
5277
5324
5324
5324
5325
5324
2295

Avg. Air Temperature
Air Temp STDEV
(°F)
(°F)
Test 1: 30°F Air Temperature
33.67
0.12
33.80
0.13
33.86
0.14
33.93
0.12
34.02
0.13
34.04
0.16
Test 2: 30°F Air Temperature
33.48
0.31
33.44
0.34
33.54
0.23
33.85
0.27
33.55
0.18
33.94
0.24
33.42
0.21
Test 3: 30°F Air Temperature
33.39
0.48
33.36
0.24
33.72
0.28
33.48
0.16
33.88
0.21
33.74
0.16
33.54
0.31

Max Pressure (inH2O)
31.44
12.14
11.22
10.63
10.47
10.35
42.26
10.99
10.20
9.93
9.74
9.67
9.59
44.88
10.11
9.69
9.53
9.46
9.41
9.37

5.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At 32°F air temperature the hose was cycled 1.6 miles and no abrasion or change in diameter was
evident. At 20°F air temperature, the hose was cycled another 1.5 miles and again, no abrasion
was evident on the hose surface. The surface of the snow and ice did degrade with time
suggesting that some frictional heat resulted from the hose movement, as expected. Likewise,
the hose did start to experience some water saturation over the multi-week test, however, during
the test no visible signs of wear occurred to the hose material as a result of the water saturation.
In total we tested the same set of hoses for 3.1 miles of motion oriented perpendicular to the long
axis of the hose and no signs of failure were even remotely evident, either in the hose coupling or
in the hose material.
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Table 5.2. Results from test set # 1 at 20°F Air Temperature for Task 2c

Distance Traveled
(in)
5378
5325
5324
5324
5325
5324
5348
5324
5325
5324
5324
5325
5276
5325
5325
5324
5325
5324

Avg. Air Temperature
Air Temp STDEV
(F)
(F)
Test 4: 20°F Air Temperature
18.12
0.42
18.11
0.19
18.16
0.11
18.18
0.07
18.16
0.08
18.24
0.18
Test 5: 20°F Air Temperature
18.18
0.13
18.25
0.09
18.25
0.06
18.29
0.06
18.26
0.06
18.22
0.05
Test 6: 20°F Air Temperature
18.83
0.10
18.82
0.08
18.92
0.07
18.94
0.06
18.96
0.08
19.00
0.08

Max Pressure (inH2O)
57.00
13.88
13.16
12.73
12.46
12.33
110.99
14.61
13.21
12.56
12.24
11.93
123.74
16.53
15.04
14.73
14.46
14.20

However, during the first round of 10°F tests, an oil blow-out occurred within the pumping
system at the oil intake hose attached to the screw auger. The blow-out resulted in spilled oil
into the secondary containment of approximately 10 gallons of Alaska Crude Oil. We believe
that the cold, nearly frozen oil resulted in high enough viscosities and associated pressures to
cause the blow-out. We have used the test setup (including the screw auger, hydraulic hoses,
hydraulic power pack, and oil hose) for ≥100 hours of pumping at cold temperatures and under
high viscosity conditions for the data collected within tasks 1 and 2c, alone. Pumping time
approaches ~150 hours of use when including preliminary pumping attempts, trial runs, and
discarded data due to inefficiencies or equipment failures during the test attempts. Maximum oil
pressures recorded during pumping during task 2c reached over 120 PSI. Higher pressures were
experienced during Task 1 due to the cold temperatures. Note that high pressures were typically
experienced at the start of test days following significant delays in testing during overnight
down-time. Although this is not necessarily the primary interest of this study, it is worth noting
that oil in a natural environment and hoses in a natural cold arctic environment which have not
been extended, and are cold and flat during startup, will likely experience similar significant high
pressures during initial and continuous pumping because in a natural environment, oil is not recirculated. In some situations near freezing where agitation of icy water disturbs freezing
processes, viscosity may decrease enough resulting in more manageable oil pressures during
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Figure 5.6. Hose over snow after several test rounds showing slight wetting at snow contact location (yellow
dashed line) but no signs of abrasion.

Figure 5.7. Pumping hose exiting the screw auger pump from the oil basin which experienced a blow-out
during testing at 10°F air temperature.
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pumping. Considering the intent of these tests also included identifying weak points in the
complete pumping system we believe some valuable information can be gleaned from these tests,
despite failure not occurring at the specific hoses initially planned for testing during task 2c. We
suggest that the weakest link or that may be most susceptible to cold temperature failure was the
outflow hose from the screw auger. We also conclude that significantly high pressures reached
during cold temperature pumping are a far greater concern than hose abrasion weakening the
hose significantly over the time periods tested. However, the combination of these two potential
failures would represent a worse-case scenario (i.e. severely abraded hose and high pressure
pumping) worth avoiding in the Arctic.
5.4. SETUP CHALLENGES AND FUTURE TESTING
This test had several challenges inherent in the setup. Namely, maintaining a snow and ice
surface to continually abrade the hose, operating long enough during each single temperature test
to abrade the hose, having enough abrasion to measure quantitatively (which did not occur)
pumping to maintain pressure within the hose while attempting abrade the hose, and of course
the blow out which occurred at high pressures. This is not to say the test has not been valuable;
in fact Task 2c results provide significant future constraints on further testing. To obtain more
quantifiable numbers we suggest the following:
1. Long term abrasion tests of a hose actually in an arctic environment. CRREL has ample
opportunities to test hose durability as an additional project during polar deployments
both in the Arctic and Antarctic and could provide thousands of miles of data on abrasion
resistance as opposed to attempting to re-create a laboratory test with field conditions.
2. In the lab, we suggest separating the test regiment into individual long term abrasion tests
at a single temperature over a single ice surface to simplify the test setup. It appears that
an optimal temperature would be 32°F or 20°F to start because the oil and air
temperatures are easily maintained and the pressures are manageable. Tests at 10°F
could also likely be conducted given that start up pressures do not exceed pumping
instrumentation capabilities such as what occurred at failure during this test.
3. Testing hose abrasion resistance without using oil in the system but instead using a filler
material to maintain hose stiffness during testing (both for field and lab tests).
4. Knowledge of snow coefficients of friction may provide a method to test abrasion
resistance without actually using ice in the laboratory environment (which is problematic
due to melting over time through frictional heating). It might be worth researching
alternative surfaces that have similar frictional properties to snow and ice for in
laboratory tests.
Other tests have shown that low temperature testing of oil pumping experiences significantly
high pressures at temperatures near 10°F (Arctec, Vol. 1). Results from tasks 1 and 2c
confirm these high pressures and point to other potential cleanup methods besides pumping
at polar temperatures.
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
This project focused on determining skimmer equipment suitability for use in the Arctic,
quantifying some performance characteristics of individual components, and locating any
potential weak points within the entire system. In Task 1 (Chapter 2) we show that pumping
efficiency of Alaskan Crude Oil increases up to nearly 40-50% at temperatures near 0°F-10°F,
likely due to the increased viscosity causing plug flow of the oil through hoses. We also show
that there is some increased efficiency with longer hose lengths tested relative to the shorter hose
lengths and that weathering also influences viscosity to some extent. Below 0°F pumping failed
due to the oil freezing; therefore we suggest considering other cleanup methods at sub-zero
temperatures. We recommend further precision (long term) tests on changes in oil viscosity due
to temperature and weathering (including monitoring the actual chemical weathering process).
We also recommend testing longer hose lengths to determine if there is a hose length which
exhibits maximum efficiency rates.
In Task 2A and 2B (Chapters 3 and 4) we show that Flurosilicone and Buna N standard and fuel
resistant gaskets appear to require the lowest forces to lock and unlock couplings and therefore
may be the most appropriate choices for use in Arctic temperatures. Flurosilicone also performs
well at warmer temperatures so it may be a good middle of the road solution to cover a wide
range of temperatures. However, questions remain regarding the longevity of gaskets being used
in arctic environments and the sealing properties of gaskets in polar conditions considering their
decreased flexibility. Studies focused on these gasket properties would be the next appropriate
step.
In Task 2C, (Chapter 5) we showed that ice and snow caused very little wear on the hoses,
despite being potentially abrasive in natural environments. Likewise, the small cyclical motions
on the hose and coupling from the actuator failed to cause any hose failures. In fact, the only
hose failure experienced throughout Tasks 1-2C occurred as a blowout of the hose which was
linked to the screw auger pump. The blowout likely resulted from high pressures caused by the
high oil viscosities at cold temperatures. We assume this hose failure to represent the weak link
in the entire pumping system used for this project. In regards to the hose life expectancy, we
now recommend an actual field test to determine abrasion resistance and associated life
expectancy of hoses because it was challenging to keep the snow and ice from simply ablating
away due to pressure melting from the hose-actuator movements.
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Appendix A – Oil and Air Temperatures
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Appendix B – Hydraulic Pressure and Flow
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Appendix C – Differential Pressure and Flow
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Appendix D – Pumping Velocity
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Appendix E – Horsepower
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Appendix F – Pumping Efficiencies
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Appendix G – Gasket material Lock Force vs. Temperatures
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Appendix H – Gasket material Unlock Force vs. Temperatures
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Appendix I – Gasket material Lock/Unlock Force compared with each other relative to temperature
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Appendix J – Gasket material compression at 1/32” and 3/64” relative to a single temperature
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Appendix K – Gasket material compression at 1/32” and 3/64” relative to each temperature
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Appendix L – Comparison of each gasket material compression force results to each other
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Appendix M – Gasket materials used for testing
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NOTE: Red boxes outline gasket materials used during this project.
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NOTE: Red box outline gasket materials used during this project.
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NOTE: Red box outline gasket materials used during this project.
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